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The erratic global economy has made business around the world question their budgets with
respect to promotions and advertising. The question is; how much is too much?

Cost Cutting:

Leading brands and businesses around the world are cutting their marketing budget, but like any
other catch 22 situation, it is also hampering their profits and income. At the end of the day, using
the out of sight out of mind philosophy, it is imperative that brands start looking for cheaper and
equally effective tools in promotion which is also result oriented.

The introduction of Web Promotions:

The internet has proven to a boon when it comes to marketing strategizing for brands that intend to
appeal to audiences belonging to a wide range of demographics. While conglomerates around the
world are talking about cost-cutting and less aggressive budgets in towards promotions, internet
marketing is like a breath of fresh air for brands that depend solely on promotional strategies for
business growth.

Targeted Promotional Strategies:

Today, it is possible to collect effective and accurate information on user ideas, beliefs and
consumers through tools such as the social media, site traffic, banner clicks, tweets, Facebook
â€œLikesâ€•, and comments. This data can be easily tracked and analyse for the benefit of building
accurate and more targeted internet marketing strategies which tend to have much more higher
conversion rates than conventional mass promotional initiatives such as print ads which are a lot
more expensive and less effective.

Cost-effective Solutions:

As already mentioned before, web promotions is a lot cheaper than traditional advertising strategies.
Today, brands can effectively show their presence among their target audiences by creating blogs,
fan pages on social networking websites and engaging with them through micro blogging sites such
as Twitter. These are usually free or cost-effective tools which allow brands to get in direct touch
with consumers and influence their perceptions and beliefs about their product and services.

Internet Marketing Vancouver experts today specialize in building comprehensive web strategies
which are competitive, cost-effective and appealing to a global audience. This would typically not be
possible using conventional promotion techniques.

A shift from Conventional Marketing:

An array of businesses are opted for targeting marketing online as against conventional advertising
methods because the wide range of cost-effective benefits that it offers that are apt in this erratic
economy. For example, TV shows choose to depend on viral marketing and YouTube videos to
promote their shows and upcoming episodes as against investing on hoardings and advertising
spots on TV.

The only scenario where you may have to opt for an offline marketing strategy is when your target
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audience may not be educated, economically privileged or belongs to a region that is under-
developed. In other cases, the internet is the place to be.
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